FINISHES:
  PLASTIC LAMINATE:
    PL-1: WILSONART HUNTINGTON MAPLE 7929-38
    (ALL GRAIN TO RUN VERTICAL)
  SOLID SURFACE:
    SS-1: COTTONWOOD HL-607

HARDWARE:
  HINGES: SALICE 110° EUROPEAN CONCEALED HINGE
    (SATIN CHROME)
  DRAWER SLIDES: BLUM 320 SERIES (METABOX)
  DRAWER SLIDES: BLUM 320 SERIES (METABOX) @ FILE
  SHELF PINS: BLUM 5mm (STEEL STUD TYPE)
  PULLS: 4” HAFELE WIRE PULLS 116.07.438
  CABINET LOCKS: NATIONAL CAM LOCKS SATIN
  NICKEL (NOTE: VERIFY KEYING REQUIREMENTS FOR
  LOCKS)
  GROMMETS: 2” PLASTIC W/ SLOTTED CAP
    (VERIFY COLOR)
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1. **Typ. Pencil Drawer Section @ ADA Passthrough**
   - Scale: 1/2" = 1'

2. **Typ. Drawer Cabinet Section**
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3. **Typ. Apron Section**
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4. **Section @ Right Side Column**
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*All grain to run vertical*